Bonding Solutions that Fit Any Shape.

Enable the next generation of design with 3M™ VHB™ Tape 5981 for narrow bond lines, curved surfaces, and clean reworkability.
3M™ VHB™ Acrylic Foam Tapes are known across the industry for their high drop resistance, waterproofing, and as the standard for back cover bonding in many smartphone brands. Now, the new 3M VHB Tape 5981 can be used in consumer electronics designs that require precise die cutting, curved surfaces and clean reworkability for process savings and repair. This new tape offers a reliable solution for many applications like glass, display, battery, and bezel bonding in smartphones, notebooks, smart speakers, smartwatches and other electronics components and accessories.

For more information about 3M™ VHB™ Thin Foam Tape, contact your local sales representative or visit 3M.com/VHB

Warranty and Limited Remedy: 3M warrants that each 3M product meets the applicable 3M product specification at the time 3M ships the product. 3M MAKES NO OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. If a 3M product does not conform to this warranty, the sole and exclusive remedy is, at 3M’s option, replacement of the 3M product or refund of the purchase price. Limitation of Liability: Except for the limited remedy above, and except to the extent prohibited by law, 3M will not be liable for any loss or damage arising from or related to the 3M product, whether direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential, regardless of the legal or equitable theory asserted.
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